Maine Vegetable and Berry Listserv Guidelines

For this to be a truly valuable resource for everyone involved, please keep the following considerations in mind:

Please do not send any:

a) **political messages, surveys, or spam** of any kind.

b) Sending non-practical messages will dilute the purpose of the lists and reduce participation.

c) Send meeting, survey and event announcements directly to Caleb Goossen <cgoossen@mofga.org> or Jason Lilley <Jason.lilley@maine.edu> for inclusion in a monthly message.

1. Subject lines should be concise but descriptive, emails should be addressed to the entire list.

2. When a question of general interest is asked to the list, such as "how do growers dry garlic?" please reply only to the sender, who should then compile all the answers and send out a message to the list with a descriptive subject matter line, "responses to garlic drying question."

3. You are encouraged to share your farming-related topics in a way that is professionally respectful to others. This behavior includes civility, respect, and open-mindedness in personal replies as well as full listserv communications.

4. Members that do not honor the purpose of the lists may be removed.

To subscribe, send an email to: **meveg-berry-subscribe-request@lists.maine.edu** You will receive a confirmation email when you have been added. After you have been added to the list, you can post by sending an email to: **MEVEG-BERRY@lists.maine.edu** You may additionally create a login at **www.lists.maine.edu** where you can select preferred options for the way you receive emails from the list (i.e., "traditional" where you receive each email at the time it is posted, or "digest" which will group all of that days posts into one email per day).
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